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There is no lack of good international economics textbooks ranging from the
elementary to the advanced, so that an additional drop in this ocean calls for an
explanation. In the present writer's opinion, there seems still to be room for a
textbook which can be used in both undergraduate and graduate courses, and
which contains a wide range of topics, including those usually omitted from other
textbooks. These are the intentions behind the present book, which is an outcrop
from undergraduate and graduate courses in international economics that the
author has been holding at the University of Rome since 1974, and from his on
going research work in this field. Accordingly the work is organized as two-books
in-one by distributing the material between text and appendices. The treatment in
the body of this book is directed to undergraduate students and is mainly
confined to graphic analysis and to some elementary algebra, but it is assumed
that the reader will have a good knowledge of basic microeconomics and
macroeconomics (so that the usual review material on production functions,
indifference curves, standard Keynesian model, etc. , etc. has been omitted) .
Each chapter is followed by an appendix in which the treatment is mainly
mathematical, and where (i) the topics explained in the text are treated at a level
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suitable for advanced undergraduate or first-year graduate students and (ii)
generalizations and/or topics not treated in the text (including some of those at
the frontiers of research) are formally examined.
Advanced International TradeTheory and Evidence - Second EditionPrinceton
University Press
This book, first published in 1973, presents a collection of original contributions to
the analysis of international trade and monetary relations by a number of
distinguished economists. The papers bear on six topics in trade theory: the
inadequacies of classical trade theory, customs unions, immiserising growth, the
international transmission of technical change, multinational company behaviour,
and comparative trends in income distribution. Chapters dealing with international
monetary relations focus on general equilibrium analysis of spot and forward
exchange markets, money supply analysis in open economies, devaluation in
developing countries, the sharing of the burden of international adjustment, the
monetary approach to balance-of-payments theory, and the integration of
Keynesian and monetary approaches to international adjustment. Taken
together, they summarize much of the most advanced contemporary research in
international economics. The volume is unified by the contributors' common belief
that economic theory can help solve important and relevant problems in
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international economic relations. All the contributions represent original work on
the frontiers of research in international economics, but they use simple and
understandable techniques to reach their conclusions.
Volume 2.
Developed in the classroom by two of the most prominent researchers in the
field, Feenstra and Taylor’s International Economics is a modern textbook for a
modern audience. Most international economics textbooks emphasize theory and
the economies of advanced countries. Feenstra and Taylor’s text anchors
theoretical coverage to empirical evidence throughout, while reflecting the
realities of the global economy by covering emerging markets and developing
countries (India, China, Southeast Asia). The new edition has been thoroughly
updated, including the latest on the Eurozone crisis. In addition, it will be
available in it’s own dedicated version of LaunchPad, Worth Publishers’
breakthrough new online course space. Available in Different Versions Feenstra
and Taylor’s International Economics, Third Edition is available in a variety of
versions, to fit the ways the course is most often taught. • A full version for the
two-semester sequence covering international trade and macroeconomics • Split
volumes for one-semester courses focusing on either trade or macroeconomics •
A brief version, Essentials of International Economics, for courses covering trade
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and macroeconomics in one semester.
Offers a review of the theory of international trade and trade policy, including
coverage of areas of research such as heterogeneous firm trade models and
trade costs. This title analyzes the history of trade policies and the evolution of
the global trading system.
A comprehensive, balanced text, International Trade: Theory and Evidence is the
perfect book for International Trade courses at the undergraduate level. It is
appropriate either as part of a two-term International sequence (trade and
finance) or in advanced courses in Trade that follow a one-term International
Economics course. It can also be used as a background text for beginning
graduate courses. Intermediate Microeconomics is an assumed pre-requisite for
students using this text.
A comprehensive and up-to-date overview of international trade theory,
containing ten specially commissioned contributions from the world's leading
authorities. The book complements international economics textbooks and
makes the more technical journal literature accessible, presenting students with a
wider menu of analytical tools than other texts.
Developed in the classroom by two of the most prominent researchers in the
field, Feenstra and Taylor’s International Economics uses engaging applications
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to provide a modern view of the global economy for a modern audience. Most
international economics textbooks emphasize theory and the economies of
advanced countries. Feenstra and Taylor combine theoretical coverage with
empirical evidence throughout, while reflecting the realities of the global economy
by covering emerging markets and developing countries (India, China, Southeast
Asia). The new edition has been thoroughly updated to include new data and
Applications, as well as many new Headlines to reflect the rapid changes in
international economics during the last three years. The 4th Edition includes the
latest on opening relations with Cuba, immigration and Europe’s refugee crisis,
the effect of NAFTA on wages and employment, job polarization, quicksourcing,
China’s problems, and the debate in Britain about leaving the European Union. A
modern textbook requires a modern and integrated homework system.
LaunchPad offers our acclaimed content organized for easy assignability by
instructors and enhanced learning for students.
??????????????????????????????,???????,????????????,??????????????????
The first volume contains several classic papers, including the many
contributions to the theory of distortions in the 1960s, which laid the foundations
of the postwar theory of commercial policy.
Market Structure and Foreign Trade presents a coherent theory of trade in the
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presence of market structures other than perfect competition. The theory it
develops explains trade patterns, especially of industrial countries, and provides
an integration between trade and the role of multinational enterprises. Relating
current theoretical work to the main body of trade theory, Helpman and Krugman
review and restate known results and also offer entirely new material on
contestable markets, oligopolies, welfare, and multinational corporations, and
new insights on external economies, intermediate inputs, and trade composition.
There has long been a need for a systematic introduction to the modern pure
theory of international trade that would take the student through a careful
introduction to the tools of analysis and the main logical propositions into the
application of the theory to practical problems of international economic policy.
Trade theory should be part and parcel of price theory, distinguished only by the
fact that other countries form part of the natural opportunities--and natural
constraints--that a country confronts in its efforts to bend nature to its desire to
produce utility-yielding goods and services; but its exposition is often confused by
the attachment of its expositors to obsolete problems and backward analytical
techniques. This book covers in detail classical, neoclassical, and modern
theories of international trade, with special attention to problems of equilibrium,
growth, and welfare, and discusses the work of all major contributors in this field
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from Ricardo and Mill through Meade, Heckscher, and Ohlin, to the growth
models of Johnson, Solow, and Uzawa. All problems are clearly stated and the
easiest and most convenient solutions are sought in each case, with the more
technical topics in the field discussed in several chapters and appendixes that
may be omitted for less advanced students without interrupting the continuity of
the book. The book's coverage is complete and entirely up-to-date. It is written
primarily for advanced undergraduate and graduate courses in international
trade, but it will also serve as an important reference tool for professional
economists working in this field and will be of considerable interest to students
and practitioners dealing with problems of economic development and
international business relationships more generally. Miltiades Chacholiades
studied at the Athens School of Economics and Business Science in Athens,
Greece, and received his doctorate from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He has taught at New York University and the University of
California in Los Angeles, and is presently Professor of Economics at Georgia
State University. His articles have been published in a number of international
professional economic journals.
This new and refreshing text is designed for use on international trade courses
and is suitable for both advanced undergraduate and introductory graduate
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students. Features of the text include: * comprehensive coverage of a wide range
of traditional theories * discussion of recent developments in international trade
theory and policy * special attention given to topical issues such as: trade policies
and the environment, the liberalisation of East European trade and bilateral
versus multilateral trading systems.
This paper develops a multi-product firm model of international trade with the endogenous
decisions on export and import to study technology diffusion via goods trade. In our model, a
firm?s productivity in a product is a combination of its general ability which applies to all the
goods the firm produces and product expertise which applies only to a particular good. Within
each firm, the decisions of export and import are based on product expertise. Technology
diffuses via goods trade, therefore a firm can improve its productivity by reverse-engineering
the imported advanced foreign products. We use Chinese trade data to empirically analyze our
theory. The results show that a firm will import the product in the category where it already has
higher expertise, which is consistent with the theoretical prediction. We find that a firm?s
productivity in a category gets improved when it imports in the same category, but only product
expertise gets accumulated, not the firm ability.
Advanced Interational Trade Is The First Major Graduate Textbook In International Trade In A
Generation. Trade Is A Corner- Stone Concept In Economics, Taught In All Departments Both
In The United States And Abroad. The Past Twenty Years Have Seen A Number Of New
Theoretical Approaches That Are Essential To Any Graduate International Trade Course, And
Will Be Of Interest In Development Economics And Other Fields. Here, Robert Feenstra Steps
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Beyond Theory To Consider Empirical Evidence As Well. He Covers All The Basic Material
Including The Ricardian And Hecksher - Ohlin Models, Extension To Many Goods And
Factors, And The Role Of Tariffs, Quotas, And Other Trade Policies; Recent Material Including
Imperfect Competition, Outsourcing, Political Economy, Multinationals, And Endogenous
Growth; And New Material Including The Gravity Equation And The Organization Of The Firm
In International Trade.Throughout The Book, Special Emphasis Is Placed On Integrating The
Theoretical Models With Empirical Evidence, And This Is Supplemented By Theoretical And
Empirical Exercise That Appears With Each Chapter. Advanced International Trade Is
Intended To Bring Readers To The Forefront Of Knowledge In International Trade And Prepare
Them To Undertake Their Own Research. Both Graduate Students And Faculty Will Find A
Wealth Of Topics That Have Previously Been Covered Only In Journal Articles, And Are Dealt
With Here In A Common And Simple Notation. In Addition To Know Results, The Book
Includes Some Particularly Important Unpublished Results By Various Authors. Two
Appendixes Describe Empirical Methods Applicable To Research Problems In International
Trade, Methods That Draw On (I) Index Numbers And (Ii) Discrete Choice Models. Thoroughly
Up-To-Date And Marked By Clear, Straightforward Prose, This Book Will Be Used Widely And
Enthusiastically.This Special Low-Priced Edition Is For Sale In India, Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Maldives, Nepal, Myanmar, Pakistan And Sri Lanka Only.
This book brings together a collection of papers on international trade and international
finance, instead of treating the two as disjoint fields of study. The volume, while focusing on the
recent developments and frontiers of research in international trade and international finance,
also emphasizes the inherent integrated nature of the two subjects; some of the papers are
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overlapping across the two areas. A unique feature of the proposed volume is that it unravels
some new issues in addition to re-examining certain old issues in a new perspective and thus
covers wide ranging issues with an emphasis on policy. The book covers issues mostly relating
to emerging market economies, which has increasingly assumed importance in the context of
globalization. The book contains some survey papers covering the frontiers of current
knowledge on important themes like recent developments in trade theory and empirics, foreign
exchange market, institutions in trade and finance, interrelation and interaction between
international trade and international finance. The papers, fruit of rigorous and original research,
are written by internationally and nationally reputed authors along with promising young
researchers on the subjects. The book substantially contributes to the growing literature on
issues relating to trade and international finance in emerging market economies and extends
the frontiers of knowledge. The book is expected to have the widest possible readership
comprising of advanced undergraduate and graduate students as well as senior researchers
working in international trade and international finance.
In this book, Oslington underlines the contradiction between the prominence of job losses in
political conflict over trade liberalisation, and trade economists usually working with full
employment models.
21????????:???????????
An elegant synthesis of key research on the globalization of production and itsrelation to wage
movements.
This book was mainly written while I stayed at the Catholic University of Louvain. Professor
Anton P. Barten was the one who did not only give me a warm welcome in Louvain, but also
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supported my research with most valuable comments and constructive criticisms. In addition I
benefitted from dis cussions with Erik Schokkaert, Denis de Crombrugghe and Jo Baras on
various subjects, such as the small-sample correction of Chapter 9. The arduous task of
transferring my neat handwriting into a readable typescript was excellently taken care of by
Brs. E. Crabbe and notably Brs. F. Duij sens, even after working hours. Mrs. A. Molders
prevented me of making serious abuse of the English language. My admiration for Carien,
finally, is an exponential function of the patience and enthusiasm with which she sup ported my
research. Chapter I is a general introduction to the subject of linkage models, and it contains
few mathematical elaborations. Chapters 2 to 4 use more, but elementary, mathematics, and
treat several aspects related to the deriva tion, interpretation and estimation of linkage models.
Chapter 2 deals vii tll the theory of import allocation models, Chapter J treats the problem of
defining and interpreting elasticities of substitution, while Chapter 4 is concerned with the
econometric problems related to the estimation of mul tivariate models with linear restrictions,
such as import allocation models.
"This book is a brilliant exploration of the implications of recent theories of international trade
for one of the most important questions in the field: how large are the gains from trade?
Feenstra takes the models apart to shed light on the basic mechanisms at play and then
masterfully uses the data to understand their quantitative significance."--AndrTs RodriquezClare, Professor of Economics, Pennsylvania State University -- Book Jacket.
A wide range of empirical studies is applied to various countries in this important collection.
Bringing together the most recent work in econometrics applied to international trade, main
sections of the book cover: cross-country analysis, which can be used to test assumptions or
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implications of trade models; industry studies, which are receiving renewed interest in recent
literature on market structure and trade; and dual methods, which extend the estimation of
production and cost functions to incorporate trade flows.Following the editor's introduction,
relating the theory of international trade to empirical applications, are contributions by Richard
A. Brecher and Ehsan U. Choudhri, The Factor Content of Consumption in Canada and the
United States: A Two-Country Test of the Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek Model. David Dollar, Edward
N. Wolff, and William J. Baumol, The Factor-Price Equalization Model and Industry Labor
Productivity: An Empirical Test Across Countries. Edward E. Learner, Cross Section
Estimation of the Effects of Trade Barriers. Linda C. Hunter and James R. Markusen, PerCapita Income as Determinant of Trade. Robert C. Feenstra, Gains from Trade in
Differentiated Products: Japanese Compact Trucks. Avinash Dixit, Optimal Trade and
Industrial Policies for the U.S. Autombile Industry. Richard E. Baldwin and Paul R. Krugman,
Market Access and International Competition: A Simulation Study of 16K Random Access
Memories. W. Erwin Diewert and Catherine J. Morrison, Export Supply and Import Demand
Functions: A Production Theory Approach. Karyiu Wong, International Factor Mobility and the
Volume of Trade: An Empirical Study. Bee Yan Aw and Mark J. Roberts, Price and Quality
Level Comparison for U.S. Footware Imports: An Application of Multilateral Index Numbers.
Alexandra Cas, W. Erwin Diewert, and Lawrence A. Ostensoe, Productivity Growth and
Changes in the Terms of Trade in Canada.Robert C. Feenstra is an associate professor in the
Department of Economics at the University of California, Davis.
This collection of papers by former students and colleagues celebrates the profound impact
that Jagdish Bhagwati has had on the field of international economics over the past three
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decades. Bhagwati, who is the Arthur Lehman Professor of Economics at Columbia University,
has made pathbreaking contributions to the theory of international trade and commercial
policy, including immiserizing growth, domestic distortions, economic development, and
political economy. His success and influence as a teacher and mentor is widely recognized
among students at both MIT and Columbia, and as founder of the Journal of International
Economics, he has encouraged research on many questions of theoretical and policy
relevance. The political economy of trade policy, Bhagwati's most recent area of interest, is the
theme of this collection which addresses salient topics including market distortions, income
distribution, and the political process of policy-making. Sections and Contributors: - Market
Distortions. T. N. Srinivasan. Paul A. Samuelson. Paul R. Krugman. - Trade and Income
Distribution. Douglas A. Irwin. Richard A. Brecher and Ehsan U. Choudri. Robert C. Feenstra
and Gordon H. Hanson. Earl L. Grinols. - Perspectives on Political Economy. Robert E.
Baldwin. Peter Diamond. - Models of Political Economy and Trade. Gene M. Grossman and
Elhana Helpman. John Douglas Wilson. B. Peter Rosendorff. Arvind Panagariya and Ronald
Findlay.
????,????????????????????????????????,???????????????????????????????????????,?????
???????????????????????????
These two volumes contain seventy essays chosen largely for the originality of their
contributions. The first volume contains several classic papers. Among them are the many
contributions to the theory of distortions in the 1960s which laid the foundations of the postwar
theory of commercial policy. Also included are Bhagwati's important papers of the 1970s and
1980s which have shaped a new revolution in the theory of trade and welfare: the politicalPage 13/18
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economy-theoretic analysis of DUP (directly-unproductive profit-seeking) activities. Influential
essays on the nonequivalence of tariffs and quotas, immiserizing growth, cost-benefit analysis
in open economies, and other major areas of trade theory are covered. The second volume
presents essays that have opened up new areas of analysis in the theory of international trade
and in the associated fields of public finance and developmental economics. Bhagwati's
seminal work on the novel question of the appropriate income tax jurisdiction in the presence
of international factor mobility, his well-known analyses of the consequences of skilled
migration, the problem of the optimal choice between international capital and labor mobility,
are all included.
Seminar paper from the year 2009 in the subject Economics - International Economic
Relations, grade: 1.3, University of Applied Sciences Mainz (School of Business), course:
International Business Environment, language: English, abstract: This paper gives an overview
of international trade theories. It demonstrates that the fundamentals of classical and
neoclassical theories are still relevant today, albeit they have been adjusted and developed.
Modern theorists explain international trade with more realistic approaches, such as Krugman
et al.'s New Trade Theory or Porter's theory of National Competitive Advantage. The New
Trade Theory includes the existence of increasing return of scale to describe and analyze
world trade more accurately. Porter's theory of National Competitive Advantage explains
international trade as a consequence of productivity differences between nations due to
diverse environments and cultures within economies. Dunning and Porter take a globalized
world economy into account in order to describe today's trade. The classical theories of
Ricardo and Heckscher-Ohlin are limited in describing today's inter-national trade. However,
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they are still important factors which contribute to the explanation of real-world trade relations.
Ricardo's theory describes inter-industry trade which in fact exists between Northern and
Southern economies. The relevance of the approach as an explanation of global trade has to
be limited due to the fact that inter-industry trade has only a small impact on international
trade. De facto, only a small percentage of world trade can be described by North-South trade.
The H-O-T describes intra-industry trade between differently endowed countries, which has
been exemplified by the trade between Japan and Taiwan. This is true for the case that
countries are in different developmental stages combined with different factor endowments.
However, when countries' economies stabilize, their factor endowments approximate.
Therefore,
International Economics provides a modern and accessible analytical framework for
understanding international events in economic relations. The book covers leading
controversies in modelling exchange rates, new protectionism, strategic trade policies and new
global developments including the Asia Pacific Rim and China. The strength of the book is that
it includes the latest research into new developments in telecommunications, internet
advertising and global industry. In every area of international economics, this book is more
advanced at dealing with pure theory, developments in theories, game theory, cointegration,
modelling and trade strategy. An advanced text on international economics and trade, this
book will be appropriate for final year students of economics, MA, MSC, MBA and students
beginning a PHD. The book will be appropriate for advanced international economics courses
or courses in international trade.

This thoroughly revised second edition of Applied International Trade presents the
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leading theoretical and applied methods used in the field of international trade. It
highlights the importance of linking theory to data and of verifying theoretical predictions
through empirical investigation. The book also draws out and highlights the theoretical
and policy implications that arise from empirical findings. Features of the second edition
include: ? Expanded focus on emerging topics such as firm heterogeneity, intrafirm
trade, and the basis and structure of multinational production ? Increased coverage of
gravity models and international factor movements, including labor migration ? Fully
updated presentation and discussion of the most recent empirical findings, data
methods and sources Rigorous and analytical, yet written in an accessible manner with
ample use of graphs throughout, Applied International Trade is an ideal text for courses
at advanced undergraduate and masters level. For instructors: A companion website is
available at www.palgrave.com/economics/AIT2, comprising lecture slides and an
Instructor's Manual with solutions to end-of-chapter problems.
In the present text the author deals with both conventional and new approaches to
trade theory and policy, treating all important research topics in international economics
and clarifying their mathematical intricacies. The textbook is intended for
undergraduates, graduates and researchers alike. It addresses undergraduate students
with extremely clear language and illustrations, making even the most complex trade
models accessible. In the appendices, graduate students and researchers will find selfcontained treatments in mathematical terms. The new edition has been thoroughly
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revised and updated to reflect the latest research on international trade.
A comprehensive, balanced text, International Trade: Theory and Evidence is the
perfect book for International Trade courses at the undergraduate level. It is appropriate
either as part of a two-term International sequence (trade and finance) or in advanced
courses in Trade that follow a one-term International Economics course. It can also be
used as a background text for beginning graduate courses.Intermediate
Microeconomics is an assumed pre-requisite for students using this text.
First Published in 1967. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
The spatial dimension of international trade theory has been neglected during most of
its history. Trade barriers such as tariffs have been deemed more important. However,
in an increasingly integrated world economy seeking to abolish tariffs, spatial
considerations have gained in stature. On the way to fostering a spatial trade theory
this text supplies a comprehensive analysis of all the different impacts of the inclusion
of space and transport costs, covering orthodox trade theory, new trade theories, and
economic geography.
Trade is a cornerstone concept in economics worldwide. This updated second edition of
the essential graduate textbook in international trade brings readers to the forefront of
knowledge in the field and prepares students to undertake their own research. In
Advanced International Trade, Robert Feenstra integrates the most current theoretical
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approaches with empirical evidence, and these materials are supplemented in each
chapter by theoretical and empirical exercises. Feenstra explores a wealth of material,
such as the Ricardian and Heckscher-Ohlin models, extensions to many goods and
factors, and the role of tariffs, quotas, and other trade policies. He examines imperfect
competition, offshoring, political economy, multinationals, endogenous growth, the
gravity equation, and the organization of the firm in international trade. Feenstra also
includes a new chapter on monopolistic competition with heterogeneous firms, with
many applications of that model. In addition to known results, the book looks at some
particularly important unpublished results by various authors. Two appendices draw on
index numbers and discrete choice models to describe methods applicable to research
problems in international trade. Completely revised with the latest developments and
brand-new materials, Advanced International Trade is a classic textbook that will be
used widely by students and practitioners of economics for a long time to come.
Updated second edition of the essential graduate textbook Current approaches and a
new chapter on monopolistic competition with heterogeneous firms Supplementary
materials in each chapter Theoretical and empirical exercises Two appendices describe
methods for international trade research
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